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Make letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the part that is incorrect. 

Câu 1. My aunt and uncle love the sun. They stay in UK in summer and visit friends in Australia in winter. 

 A. love  B. in  C. the sun D. UK  

Câu 2. My brother, together with his friends, are playing chess in the garden now. 

 A. are  B. in C. together with D. now 

Mark letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the given one. 

Câu 3. New York is the largest city in the United States, Los Angeles is the second, and the next is 

Chicago. 

 A. New York is the second largest city in the United States.  

 B. No city isn’t as large as New York in the United State. 

 C. Chicago is the third largest city in the USA.  

 D. Los Angeles is by far the largest city in the USA.  

Câu 4. People say that prevention is better than cure. 

 A. Prevention says to be better than cure.  B. Prevention is better that cure is said by people.  

 C. That prevention is said is better than cure. D. It is said that prevention is better than cure. 

Câu 5. Unless you work much harder, you’ll never pass the exam. 

 A. You’ll fail the exam if you work hard.  

 B. If you work much harder, you’ll fail the exam. 

 C. You’ll never pass the exam if you work much harder. 

 D. If you don’t work much harder, you’ll fail the exam. 

Câu 6. My mother is very busy at work. However, she takes good care of her children. 

 A. Although my mother was very busy at work, she did not take good care of her children. 

 B. In spite of being very busy at work, my mother takes good care of her children. 

 C. Though my mother was very busy at work, my mother took good care of her children. 

 D. My mother takes good care of her children but she is very busy at work. 

Mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from 

that of the others in each group 

Câu 7.  A. prawns. B. recipes.  C. ingredients D. salads.  

Câu 8.  A. symbol B. ceremony  C. simplify  D. majority 

Mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the words SIMILAR in meaning to the underlined word. 

Câu 9. Have you made up your mind about where to go on holiday? 

 A. made a decision  B. narrowed it down  

 C. not my cup of tea D. a package tour  

Mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct preposition or adverb participle that completes the 

sentence. 

Câu 10. Louis is virtually bilingual___________ Dutch and German. 

 A. on  B. with C. for  D. in  

Câu 11. Peter can just about get___________ in German. 

 A. down B. by  C. out  D. up  

Mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase to complete each of the sentences. 

Câu 12. I passed all my exams - I’m……………! 

 A. once in a blue moon  B. over the moon  

 C. out of this world  D. the sky’s the limit 

Câu 13. In China and Vietnam, English is spoken as a(n) ………. language. 

 A. foreign  B. first  C. primary. D. official  
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Câu 14. I will pick you up at eight o’clock on my way to the airport. - ………………. 

 A. For pleasure  B. I have a phone  C. Great. I’ll see you then D. Would be  

Câu 15. There has been a ______ change in our lifestyle since the introduction of Western culture. 

 A. consider  B. considerably  C. considerable   D. consideration 

Mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose main stress position is placed differently from 

that of the others in each group. 

Câu 16.  A. typical  B. official.  C. bilingual  D. traditional 

Câu 17.  A. rocket B. attach  C. spacesuit  D. spacewalk  

Read the following passage and mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word that best completes 

each blank. 

English is my mother tongue. Besides, I can speak French and Spanish. I studied the two (18)...when I 

was at high school. Now, I am still learning Spanish at the University. As for me, mastering a foreign 

language is not easy. After studying a language, practice is very necessary and (19)... Travelling to the 

country where the target language is spoken is very helpful, but if you cannot speak the language well 

enough you will certainly have troubles. I also frequently go to the movies, watch television, listen to the 

radio in the language I am trying to learn. Reading is another good way to learn. Books are good, but I 

personally think newspapers and magazines are better. (20)....., getting some knowledge of the language is 

the most important thing. Grammar and vocabulary should be mastered first. 

Câu 18.  A. languages  B. language  C. words  D. skills 

Câu 19.  A. useful  B. use  C. useless  D. usefulness 

Câu 20.  A. And.  B. Because C. Although  D. However  

Read the following passage and mark letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

questions that follow. 

Fathers used to act as the ‘breadwinner' of their family, and as the teacher of moral and religious values. 

Today, however, those roles are gradually changing. 

Changes in economic roles 

More and more women are going out to work and earn money. This increases the budget of the family. 

Apart from that, there are various social welfare programmes which financially assist mothers in supporting 

their children. Both these changes have greatly impacted the role of fathers because they make paternal 

financial support less essential for many families. 

Changes in caregiving roles 

With the burden of financial support reduced, and with a changing concept of a father's role, modern day 

fathers tend to be more involved in children's caregiving. They are now spending more time and energy on 

their children. 

Psychological research across families from all ethnic backgrounds suggests that the influence of a 

father's love and attention is as great as that of a mother's. Fatherly love helps children develop a sense of 

their place in the world, which helps their social and emotional development. Moreover, children who 

receive more love from their fathers are less likely to have behavioural problems. 

This trend is still increasing and its effects will become clearer and clearer in the future, especially in 

traditionally male-dominated societies. 

Câu 21.  What is the passage about? 

 A. The changing roles of the modern son B. The changing roles of the modern daughter 

 C. The changing roles of the modern father D. The changing roles of the modern mother 

Câu 22.  Which of these is NOT the traditional role of a father? 

 A. financial supporter  B. teacher of moral values  

 C. caregiver  D. religious educator 

Câu 23.  Social welfare programmes ___________. 

 A. educate fathers about their responsibilities  B. train caregivers 

 C. help mothers with domestic abuse D. support families financially  

Câu 24.  The influence of a mother's love is ___________ that of the father's. 

 A. more important than  B. as important as  

 C. less important than  D. much greater than 

Câu 25.  The word ‘paternal' in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ___________. 

 A. motherly  B. private C. social  D. fatherly  
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